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Rascal

THoMAS CoBEy, 712.
jOHN DARNELL was a close-shaven, tight-fisted, hard-hearted
| money-maker ; to be close-shaven, that was a habit; to be tightfisted, that was a personal trait; to be hard- hearted—well, that

Soe

was the result of selfish pride.

He had two ambitions in life;

2

they ran parallel, and neither was ever permitted to interfere with
the advance of the other. He hungered for wealth; he thirsted
for the love of his wife and children. His tight-fistedness provided for his
hunger; but his selfish pride had dried up the only sources whence his thirst
might have been slaked.
He did not believe in spoiling his family; they

were to be housed, and clothed, and fed as well as—and better than—any
family of their means. And in return for the material blessings he provided,
he was to hold supreme dominion in their lives, to be the only god nee
whose altar would burn their hearts’ best love.
He was alone this night—had been alone, it was now eight years of nights.
Edward was the first to leave him—a railroad accident—and now he sleeps
beneath the weeping willows at Glencove Cemetery.
With him went Darnell’s cherished hope that his ‘son would succeed him as president of The

Darnell Bank. Then came tlte first blotch upon the family escutcheon. It
came the day after Edward’s funeral, when it was discovered that $2,022
were missing from

be found.

the bank, and Bob, Darnell’s second son, was nowhere

to

Bob was a happy-go-lucky soul, a lover of the good things of life,

and an occasional player of the races. Mr. Darnell and bia cashier, Bowden,
were the only ones that knew of the missing money; Bowden and Bob were

the only ones that knew how the money had been misappropriated : God was
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the only one that could read aright the little note found in the bank: “Please
do not prosecute me. It will bring a run on the bank, and disgrace on the
family—Bos.”
Then Bob’s picture was taken from the parlor and turned
face toward

the wall

in the

attic.

Bob

was

gone,

and,

in Darnell’s

mind,

was gone forever.
Thirteen months later came the second blotch upon the
escutcheon.
Ethel, the girl in the sunshine of whose smiles Darnell’s soul
had basked these two and twenty years, had secretly married the man her
father had.so stubornly opposed.
A week after the ceremony Ethel was
ordered never again to darken the door of the Darnell homestead. ‘Then her
picture was taken from the parlor and placed face toward the wall, next to
Bob’s, in the attic. Six weeks later broken-hearted Mrs. Darnell was laid to
rest beside her son under the weeping willows at Glencove Cemetery.
Darnell had not gone hungry these eight years; he was still president of The
Darnell

Bank.

But,

oh, how

his soul

was

shriveled

up

with

drought

of

human love! He was alone to-night—eight years of nights, alone. A full
moon had climbed considerably above the sky line and was smiling over his
shoulder at two letters lying in his lap. “It is tainted money, I know it is!
Horse money!
That rascal never could have gotten together $2,022. by
honest work. He says he’s turned a new leaf! Then why did he send it by

express so that I could not find him even if I did want to bring him home?
It’s tainted money, it’s tainted, I know it is!” He paused.
“And then
writing to her as if he didn’t know all about it! I'll bet they’re working this
scheme together! Well, old Darnell don’t fall into a trap with his eyes open!
They’re none of mine, and they'll get none of my money, that settles it.” He
rose with a jerk and entered the house.
The letters he had received were
from Bob. They had been sent through the U. 8. Express Co. in a package
containing the money. One was addressed to Mr. Darnell, the other to Ethel.
That to Mr. Darnell read thus:
“Dear FatHeR:
The money herewith enclosed will, I believe, go a great
way toward settling a certain indebtedness.
You will understand what I
refer to. The interest on this sum will be paid as soon as possible.
I have
turned a new leaf and am doing nicely.
I am in business—partnership.
Please try not to think of me as a thief. Bad as I was, I was not that. I
have only the kindest feelings toward you, Pa, and I sincerely hope that you
will not find it too hard to forgive the many sorrows I have caused you.

“Your loving son,
To

Ethel

he wrote

in most

endearing

terms,

sister loved one another as did Bob and Ethel.

Bos.”
for never

had

brother

and

He begged her repeatedly

not to believe that he was a real thief, and in each repetition his pen seemed
to stumble

along;

he was

not

writing

what

he was

thinking.

“TI’ll have

to

ask you to believe it, Et, for I can’t give proof or explanation.” And then
he urged her to utmost love and kindest attention toward their father. “He
always meant it well with us, Et; but there has been an awful blunder some-

where.”

Then he went on to tell her how in one of his trips east he had
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passed through Camden.
The train was held an hour in the yards waiting
for the night express from the south.
He had used that precious hour to
sneak from the sleeper, climb the Academy hill, and then descend into Glencove Cemetery.
He had gone to visit Ed’s grave; and there he learned that
his mother, too, was gone.
“O Et, how I cried over Mam’s grave!
She
knows now that I am not a thief, even though I was ‘that rascal,’ as Pa used
to say. I wish I could have seen you—could have had just one minute to
hear how Mam died—to hear that she forgave and didn’t die thinking that
I was a common thief.” Mr. Darnell had never read Ethel’s correspondence,
and Bob had no reason to suspect that he would read this letter, for he had
never learned of her secret marriage and its subsequent disastrous issue.

After the death of his wife the banker found his empty home unbearable.
The spirits of the departed seemed to haunt its every chamber. His evenings
were now spent at the lodges, especially that of the Elks, a prominent member of which he had now become.
His grip was packed and he was to leave
on the ten-o’clock mail for Springfield to attend their convention—the convention of the fun-loving Elks.
On the train with Darnell was a certain

George Sanders, a real estate man and Darnell’s worst rival in the race for
money at Camden.
He, too, was an Elk and chairman of the committee on
amusements.
On the second day of the convention Darnell was somewhat surprised to
receive an invitation to dine at the Empire Hotel.
It never once occurred
to him that the two gentlemen from whom the invitation had come were
members of the amusement committee.
The dinner over, the three were
standing on the sidewalk enjoying one another’s jokes and stories, when
suddenly, and with no apparent cause, Darnell’s hat slipped from his head,
glided slowly into the gutter and then out into the street. Naturally Darnell’s first impulse was to hobble after his runaway hat. I say to “hobble,”
for he was greatly deformed at his hip, the result of an accident that occurred
shortly after his marriage.
Down the street went the hat as if it were endowed with all the locomotive powers of a reptile, and always, a few feet
behind, followed Darnell, ridiculously awkward and loudly profane, and so
excited as to be wholy unaware either of the crowd of mimicking Elks that
followed him, or of the auto, to which his hat was attached by a long gray
thread, and from which an operator was taking pictures for the motionpicture show that was to be a part of the last night’s entertainment.

In front of Hotel Fayette, four blocks from the Empire, was a group of
some twenty Elks. Sanders was evidently the leader. They were laughing
vociferously and watching the approach of the auto.
On
above them was another operator with his motion-picture
take the scene in front of the Hotel Fayette.
The auto
slowly. ‘Then the thread was cut, and the operator on the
strument to work. As Darnell picked up his hat he noticed

a review stand
camera. ready to
passed the hotel
stand set his inthe string, then
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the auto, and then only did the fact dawn upon him that he was the butt of

the joke. His fury knew no bounds; neither did his profanity. A crowd of
fifty were now surrounding him on three sides—always keeping the view
open for the operator.

‘ders.

Most conspicuous among

his tormentors

was

San-

They were following Darnell to the sidewalk, when from the stand

into their very midst leaped the operator, and into the laughing face of
Sanders he slammed the head of his instrument with all the momentum his

powerful body could throw into it.
ment.

The stricken man dropped to the pave-

The operator contemplated his work for an instant, then turned and

ran.
The papers ran “extras” that evening, and their heavy headlines spoke of
murder. Sanders was at the morgue; Jowells, the operator, was at Charity
Hospital, where his left arm had been amputated, the bones having been
completely shattered by the bullets of the pursuing officers. The convention
was to be closed the next morning. During the succeeding days Jowells was
the one topic of comment and inquiry. In Springfield he was Nobody, from
When Sanders’ correspondence was gone through, a letter was
Nowhere.
found from the Century Film Company, stating that two operators would
be on hand for the convention. Later telegrams stated that Jowells was the
Four days after the first, a second
largest stockholder in the company.
The next day Jowells died of gangrene.
operation had to be performed.
Now he lies next to Edward, beneath the weeping willows of Glencove Cemetery, and on the headstone one reads ROBERT.

Ethel—Mrs.

Thomas

Stark—is

again

at the

old homestead,

keeping

kindly watch over her paralytic father, from whose soul the dross of selfworship has been burned away in the furnace-heats of tribulation.
The
benefits of her training as a nurse at Charity Hospital are now dispensed
gratis to the poor of Camden. When in the long winter evenings the banker
reclines in his Morris chair before the open grate, Ethel draws her chair

close to the dilapidated figure to sympathize with him, for she too has known
the crushing weight of heavy crosses. And always, when the embers flame
and the shade on the lamp fills the room with the warmth of its crimson
glowing, he will ask, “What was it Bob said, Ethel?”
And then she will
have to tell the story of Bob’s passing—how he kept repeating, “Pa, I didn’t
; Pa, I didn’t,” and then died. Only the cashier Bowden
and God could fill out the sentence on Bob’s dying lips. God won’t; and

Bowden had promised Bob that he would never reveal how Bob had assumed
his brother’s sin to save the dead from shame.
promise.

And Bowden won’t break his

.
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O. Ritter, 712.

E
\ F the two chief constituents of the atmosphere (not to mention,
the so-called “noble gases”), we are accustomed to look upon
oxygen as fundamentally important. If there were no oxygen,

_we would cease to live.

It supports combustion, oxidizes all

the worn-out tissues of the body; it is indispensable to almost
all forms of heating. . Nearly one-half of the earth’s crust is
oxygen in form of oxides and salts. On the other hand, we look upon nitrogen as a gas which in no way is beneficial to life. We breathe it into our
lungs and exhale it unchanged ; it does not support combustion, neither is it
combustible.
In spite of these facts, nitrogen and its compounds play such
an important réle in the nutrition of all living organisms, that the finding .

of new nitrogen compounds has become one of the most

interesting

and

pressing problems of our time.
Permit me to quote Schulz-Lupitz, one of the first of Liebig’s pupils in the

domain of agricultural chemistry:

“Nitrogen is, after water, the greatest

factor in the creation, growth, and working of nature; to bind it and to be its
master, that is the problem; to make use of it, therein lies real agriculture ;
to bring its sources, which are inexhaustible, into service, that is which
creates wealth.” These three points which are so clearly brought out should
be, after his God, the uppermost thoughts and aims of a conscientious
farmer.
It was generally believed, before Liebig’s time, that the essential need of
plant-life was carbonic acid gas supplied from combustion, putrefaction, and
also from the breathing of animal life. But Liebig’s investigations showed
that mineral substances,-and particularly potassium and phosphorie acid,
play an important part in the building up of plant organism.
He further-

more proved that nitrogen is perhaps the greatest factor towards the synthe‘sis of the life-giving albumen.
Consequently the necessity arises, not only
of returning to the earth in the shape of manure all the products of decom-

position and other changes of living matter, but also of adding an extra
supply of potassium, phosphoric acid salts and of nitrogen compounds to the
ground,
It is true that the rotation of crops aids this one great need; but

sooner or later there will be a greater demand for the same crops, the same
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soil will have to be replanted with the same seed, and thus after a few years
the land will become unproductive.
Again, I ask leave to quote Justus von
Liebig, the founder of modern agricultural chemistry.
He dramatically
forces upon our attention the dire results arising from an ignorant or unscrupulous use of Mother Earth’s treasures: “Both the rise and decline of
nations are governed by the same laws of nature.
The deprivation of the
soil of its conditions of fruitfulness brings about their decline, while the
maintenance of such conditions leads to their permanence, prosperity, and
power. The nation is not fed by peace nor destroyed by war; these conditions only exercise a temporary influence on it. It is the soil on which man
builds his home, which is instrumental in holding human society together
or dispersing it, and in causing nations and empires to disappear or to become powerful. The absolute fruitfulness of the ground is independent of
mankind, but he possesses the power of diminishing or prolonging such
fruitfulness.” Liebig prophesied that, just as in his time “chemical preparations were used for healing fever and goitre,” so, in future, manure for
the fields would be manufactured in chemical factories.
Effectively, potassium salts are. prepared in Stassfurt, Germany.
Phosphoric acid is used
extensively in the shape of superphosphate or bone ash, and in the form of
the basic Bessemer slag which is rich in phosphorous.
Finally, the soil’s
supply of nitrogen is furnished by the nitre beds of Chili and the ammonium
salts of the gas and coke plants.
That nitrogen is such a great factor in agriculture is strikingly shown by
Wagner's experiments carried out in Hessen.
The yield of oats went back
17% when phosphorus was omitted from the soil and 19% when potassium
vas omitted; but when nitrogen was left away, the yield fell no less than
89%.
‘These facts prove the necessity of supplying special matter to the
soil. This might appear like an exaggerated statement when we consider
that, theoretically at least, a plant should be able to absorb nitrogen from the
unlimited quantity at its disposal in the atmosphere, just as easily as it is
able, under the influence of light, to assimilate the carbonic acid gas contained in the air. But by careful experimentation we find that very few
plants have this power of absorbing nitrogen directly from the atmosphere.
In 1886, Hellriegel and Wilfahrt found that few plants have this power.

The Leguminose,

for example, are endowed

with this property.

A very

small quantity of this essential gas is supplied to the earth from the air by
lightning discharges, which unite the nitrogen and oxygen to form nitrates
and nitrites.
But this quantity is so small (being annually only about
eleven pounds to an acre in this latitude) that it can hardly be taken into
consideration.
In warmer climates the amount is greater an account of

the frequent occurrence of thunder-storms.
Let us trace the losses of this precious element.
Great quantities of combined nitrogen are practically lost to our lands owing to the present system
of sewage. England alone, by her present sewage system, throws thousands
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upon thousands of tons of nitrogen into the surrounding seas through her
canals.
It is this country that Justus von Liebig had in view when he so
strongly protested against the waste of fertilizing material through unscien-

tific canalization.

Another source of loss is the consumption of coal.

The

immense quantities of nitrogen stored by our coal deposits are set free and
thus lost to the soil. Lastly, a great amount of this essential element returns
to the air through the explosion of gun-powder, gun-cotton, dynamite, and
similar detonating mixtures.
It was this waste of combined nitrogen that
led Bunge to the paradox: “Every shot destroys life, even if the bullet does
not hit the target.” The absolute necessity and the fundamental importance
of supplying the soil with nitrogeneous compounds, either in the shape of
ammonia salts or as saltpeter, becomes simply imperative.
HH:
Having put ourselves squarely in presence of the actual status of the problem in hand, it is natural that we look around for an avenue of escape from
the dilemma in which we find the human race. Has man done nothing to
demonstrate his ability to cope with threatened starvation?
He has; and
we are now to pass in review some of the salient features of the methods devised by scientists to captivate elemental nitrogen.
As already stated, most of the ammonium salts are obtained as byproducts, in the manufacture of illuminating gas.
If the demand for
ammonium salts for agricultural purposes were to be supplied solely at the

expense of the destructive distillation of coal, then the coal supply would be
exhausted much sooner than is already foreshadowed.
The second and most important source of combined nitrogen is Chili saltpeter, or sodium nitrate.
In 1825, the first cargo of this rich product was
exported.
It is almost past belief, but when the first shipload arrived at
Hamburg, the precious freight was dumped into the sea because no one
knew its value. The regular export of nitre for farming purposes began in
the sixties. Since then it has grown so rapidly that now the exported saltpeter amounts to 2,000,000 tons annually.
The yearly increase of nitrate
consumption amounts to 50,000 tons ; last year it rose to 72,000 tons. Several estimates have been made of the total quantity of saltpeter remaining
in Chili.
The most reliable figures vary from 120,000,000 tons down to

65,000,000 tons.

A simple calculation will show that the Chili nitre beds

will last no longer than thirty to forty years.
Sir William Crookes, in his
treatise entitled “The Wheat Problem,” (1899), taking into consideration

these facts and also

the

continually increasing population of the world,

prophesied that the supply of saltpeter would be pxtionted before very many
years had passed, and he described the situation as far more serious than the

possibility of the British coal-fields becoming exhausted.

In the year 1935

there will be such a demand for wheat that} even if all the ground now avail-

able were used, the yield per acre must be increased from twelve to twenty
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To obtain this result, however,

12,000,000

tons of saltpeter will be required annually, over and above the 1,750,000 now
being used. We can consequently appreciate Crookes when he says: “The
fixation of atmospheric nitrogen is one of the greatest discoveries awaiting

the ingenuity of chemists. It is certainly deeply important in its practical
bearings on the future welfare and happiness of the civilized races of mankind.”
This, then, is the problem occupying the minds of many chemists. It has
been estimated that the air contains four thousand billion tons of nitrogen.

This same amount of nitrogen is equivalent to the quantity of saltpeter
which the world would use, at the present rate of oe
in fourteen
thousand million years!
There are different groups of methods employed in the fixation of atmos-

pheric nitrogen.

These can be classified under three different heads:

First,

the direct formation of ammonia from nitrogen and hydrogen; the second
group covers those processes of converting isolated nitrogen into metallic
nitrides and cyanogen compounds, which, subjected to further chemical
treatment, lead to the production of ammonia.
According to the third
method, the nitrogen of the air is oxidized, thus converting it into nitrates:

previous isolation of the nitrogen is not called for in this last-named process.
In preparing ammonia by direct synthesis we meet
since at the high temperature needed to bring on the
gen and nitrogen, a portion of the ammonia formed
the reaction is typically reversible.
The nitrides and cyanogen compounds are formed

of nitrogen with some metal and carbon.

with great difficulties,
combination of hydrois again decomposed—
by the chemical union

These nitrides and cyanogen com-

pounds are then made to undergo a further chemical reaction, and give rise,
on the one hand, to ammonia, and on the other hand to metallic oxides and
carbonic acid, or other derivatives of carbon.
Titanium is one of the few

metals that will unite directly with nitrogen to form either titanium nitride
or (if carbon be present) titanium cyanonitrides.
Titanium being too expensive, calcium carbide is now preferred.
The resulting nitrogen compound is generally known as “Kalkstickstoff” or nitrolime.
The method of oxidizing the nitrogen of the air and then converting these

oxides into nitric acid and nitrates is the most practical of the three.
direct combination
peratures,

of nitrogen and oxygen is brought

but, as in the case of synthetic

ammonia,

The

about by high tem-

the degree of combina-

tion is limited by the fact that the same temperature that brings about the
formation of nitrogen oxides also tends to decompose them.
As a result of
a close study of these equilibrie, it has become apparent that in order to

obtain a reasonable output of fixed nitrogen, the air must be subjected to as
high a temperature as possible and then cooled down with the greatest rapidity in order to forestall the tendency of the nitrogen oxides to break down
again. Although many researchers are at present occupied with this phase

-
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of the problem, still we cannot, just-now, look in that direction for an imme-

diate or satisfactory solution.
A second and better method of bringing about the union of nitrogen and
oxygen is through the agency of electricity. In 1781 Cavendish noted that

when hydrogen was burned in an excess of air, the water produced was not
pure, but contained nitric acid.
Four years
nitrogen of the air could be transformed into
sufficient oxygen and supplying enough energy
discharges.
This important discovery blazed
duction of nitrogen compounds.
Bradley and

later he showed that all the
oxides of nitrogen by adding
in the form of electric spark
a new path for future proLovejoy’s process was based

on this principle, but as the product of manufacture was so small, they were
forced to close their Niagara plant in the summer of 1904. Birkeland and
Eyde have been more successful.
It was already known that if an eletric

are, fed with an alternating current, be made to burn between two poles of
an ordinary magnet or of an electro-magnet which is excited by a direct current, the arc assumes the form of a dise. Birkeland and Eyde enclosed this

in a flat iron-clad furnace of fireproof clay, and passed a strong current of
air through it. In this manner they obtained considerable yields of oxides
of nitrogen, so that the prospects of being able to work their process on a
technical scale appeared very bright.
Since their first experiments, the furnaces have been gradually increased in size, until those now used are so
large that each of them is fed with 700 kilowatts at a tension of 5,000 volts,
and the disc of flame is over two yards in diameter.

There is still a different process which is superior to that of Birkeland and
Eyde’s method.
Instead of burning the arc in a large iron-clad furnace,
Schénherr and Hessberger of the Badische Anilin-u. Sodafabrik, constructed
a tube of small diameter and passed a current of air through this tube, and
thus bringing it into closer contact with the arcs. They do away with the
use of magnets, thus simplifying the Birkeland and Eyde process.
Still another process of producing electrical discharges for the purpose of

obtaining nitric acid from the air has‘recently been discovered by Pauling
and utilized by the Saltpetersiiure-Industrie-Gesellschaft of Gelsinkirchen in
Austria, although the date leave us to infer that this process is inferior to
the one just considered.
Up to the present time both nitric acid and nitrites have been manufactured from saltpeter by chemical reaction. These products are largely used

in the making of explosives, artificial silk, and coal-tar dyes; but there is
not a great enough demand for these articles, and the chief aim of every
large factory is to convert the supply of nitrogen into the form of saltpeter

for which, as we have seen, there is an unlimited market.

On neutralizing

nitric acid with soda, a concentrated solution of sodium nitrate
and can be evaporated until the solid salt crystallizes out.
On
scale, soda would be too expensive; hence limestone is employed,
rise to calcium nitrate.
This compound is as good as sodium

is obtained
a practical
thus giving
nitrate for
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fertilizing purposes and is put on the market under the name of “Norwegian
saltpeter” or “air saltpeter.”
There are large factories going up for the,purpose of manufacturing this
precious article.
The Norsk Hydro Elektrisk Kvaelstof-Aktieselskab, that
is, the Norwegian-French company founded by Birkland and Eyde, commenced building a factory at Notodden.
The first large factory erected by
the new Norwegian companies will be situated in the interior of 'Telemarken
on the Rjukan, one of the immense waterfalls of Norway.
The total fall of
1,820 feet is divided into two steps, and, with a flow of about eleven thousand gallons of water per second, is capable of yielding a quarter of a million
horse-power. As a matter of fact, our previous considerations have shown us
that the world’s demand for combined nitrogen is growing so enormously
that there is room and to spare for these two processes, and others as well, to
develop side by side. A factor which must not be underestimated when considering the advantages of the new air-saltpeter industry, ‘is its non-partici-

pation in the destruction of the valuable coal deposits which have been stored
up for us during countless ages. It obtains the energy from water, or, as it
has been fancifully termed, “white coal.”
In the interests of the agriculturist, industrial chemist and of mankind,

we hope that the processes for the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen will continue to develop and flourish.

alt
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Reunited
a
Frep Sturm, 714.
HERE was a pall of gloom and stillness spread over the magnificent mansion. Passers-by hushed their boisterous talk and
laughter and pointed to the white crape that swayed gently to
a
and fro at the front door in the chill December wind.
The
people conversed in low tones even when they had passed the
house a considerable distance, and looked back over their
shoulders every now and then and nodded significantly to each other, for
they distinctly remembered the tragedy that had been-enacted in that very

house some years back.
The young father remembered it, too. Ah! too vividly the panorama of
the six long years passed before him as he stood with staring eyes at the foot
of the coffin of his dead child. Six years ago—he was young and buoyant
and full of ardor; now—he felt like an old, bent man with whom the world
had dealt too severely. The dead child’s face bore a striking resemblance to
the mother’s, and this all the more forced back upon his memory those bitter
days which he strove so hard to forget.
Six years before, Mr. Arden had been graduated from Princeton with the
high degree of Bachelor of Law.
He started out in life with a light heart
and a determined, conquering spirit. Dame Fortune smiled on him, for in
less than a month he had found employment in a large law establishment;
and it was this action of Dame Fortune that brought to him his great joy
and great sorrow.

One afternoon he had been sent out to interview Mr. Tyre, the multimillionaire.
‘To be allowed to interview such a famous man was a great
“honor, and it would mean much to Mr. Arden if he could transact the business at hand correctly and with precision.
Arriving at the house, he sent up his card and was immediately shown

into the presence of Mr. Tyre.

He will never forget the wearied and hunted

look upon the old man’s face when he first came upon him in the library.
He seemed to have drunk the bitter cup of life to the dregs and was eager to
be rid of it. When Mr. Tyre became aware that another had entered, he

pulled himself together quickly, waved his hand to a chair, and commenced
with business precision:

“Mr. Arden, I wish to transfer all my wealth to my daughter.”
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Mr. Arden looked at him in intense surprise. What was the meaning of
this action? He couldn’t imagine. Many answers surged through his brain,
but none seemed plausible. But—well, it wasn’t any of his business, so he
After all had been fixed up in the best
had Mr. Tyre file out the papers.
manner possible he made ready for departure; but Mr. Tyre pressed him to

remain to have some refreshments.

He called out to his daughter to bring

But
in some wine, and sank wearily into the luxuriant chair.
daughter entered, a happy smile lit up the kind, fatherly face.

when

his

Arden was staring at the table, idly fingering his pen. He casually glanced
upward to note the girl that had entered, and when he did so his eyes were
riveted on her face. He felt the blood surging to his face and the pulsation
of his heart change to ‘thumps.
Their.eyes met.
In that glance secrets
riveted on her countenance.
He felt the blood surging to his face and the
pulsation of his heart change to thumps.
‘Their eyes met.
In that glance
secrets between the two hearts were exchanged.
She blushed slightly.
That was the only outward sign, but it was enough for Arden.
Not
strange, therefore, that now he would wish to stay.
The girl and lawyer
were introduced to each other by Mr. Tyre and then they began to converse
on the familiar topics of the day.
They were talking about fifteen minutes when suddenly Mr. Tyre received

a message.

It was an urgent one, for he got up hastily and reached for his

hat.
He apologized to the lawyer for his hasty departure, and bade his
daughter take care of the gentleman.
Then he left the room.
Mr. Arden
and Miss Tyre were alone together for the first time: he was awkward,

fidgety; she was calm and dignified.

The conversation, which at first was

restrained, soon became more familiar and free, and before long he found
that in many things she had views similar to his.
He did not wish to burden the girl with a lengthy stay, and made ready
for departure.
She saw him to the front door and there they stood.
He

closely examined his hat band for a moment, and then looked up fully into
her face.
“Alice—Miss Tyre—” he hesitated a while before proceeding, for he felt
very cowardly, “you wouldn’t think me imposing if I asked your permission
to come some night next week, would you?”
“I am so lonely here in this
“No, Mr. Arden,” she burst forth warmly.
big house. I would be glad if you would cgme some night. Say next Tuesday.”
“Thank you,” was all he said. But the thankful look in his eyes revealed

to her to the fullest extent his happiness.

His fervent handclasp revealed

her something else, and she blushed.
Her face was in a shadow, else he
would have seen it. He went home, happy, nevertheless, even if he did not

That night’s sleep brought pleasant dreams to him: now she

see her blush.
smiled at him;
words of love.

now she blushed; now

she sat listening enraptured

by his

.

The happiness was so great that it reacted and dispelled sleep.
to find himself smiling at a face that vanished into nothingness.

He awoke
No—not
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into nothingness, but into a cuspidor which frowned and glared back at him.
He grew angry with it suddenly; wherefore, he could not tell. He reached

for his shoe and threw at the cuspidor with all his might.
. Crash!! The noise of the shattering china resounded throughout the
house. In a few moments he heard doors opening and noises made by the
awakened.
Some were screaming, “Burglars!
Burglars!” and others,
“Fire! Fire!’ In a few minutes, however, as nothing turned up, all went

back to their rooms, and once more quiet reigned over the place.
Somehow, Mr. Arden felt better for breaking the cuspidor and for arousing the people. There was an amused expression on his face as he picked
up the bits of china. Sleep was impossible, so he dressed and sat down to
think.
He was sitting in this manner some time, probably an hour, when he heard
the cry of a newsboy, borne from afar on the early morning air. The ery of
“Extra! Extra!” came closer. He went over to the window, threw up the
sash, and called out to the newsboy:
“Here, you, give us one.”
He dropped a dime at the boy’s feet, and the boy succeeded in throwing a
paper up into the window.
The headline caught his eye:

“Mr. Tyre Commits Suicide.”
“What! Old man Tyre?” The paper dropped to the floor in sheer astonishment. “Committed suicide!” He repeated the sentence to himself again
and again.
Then it came to him in a flash: Tyre knew that business would fail, and
had therefore transferred his wealth to his daughter.

Arden put on his hat and coat and ran downstairs.
“T will go over immediately. She needs comfort.” And then he thought:
“What canI do? I’ll just be in the way, silly ass that I am!”
He went upstairs again and tried to put himself in a calmer frame of
mind. But all morning he had a preoccupied air and did things distract-

edly. Mr. Nephew, the senior partner of the firm, noticed this and sent him
home. Arden was glad. He made up his mind to go over to the Tyre house
that afternoon. He didn’t know what he would do. He thought that maybe
Miss Tyre was in trouble and needed advice and comfort. Strangely enough,
he thought he could give her all these.
He arrived at her house at three o’clock. He pressed the button, but no
one answered.

voices.

There

was

some

one

inside,

however,

for he

could

hear

Sometimes it was the loud and threatening voice of a man, and then

again it was the low and entreating voice of a girl.

“Tt might be she. Perhaps she’s in trouble.” Again that loud voice was
heard. It grated on his ears. He could not bear to stay outside any longer.
With a hard jerk he flung open the door and went into the room from which
the noise proceeded.
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The sighthe saw made him mad with rage. A big, fat, fussy, important
young man was threatening the girl with imprisonment if the debt were not
paid. Another man, about sixty-five years of age, was mopping his forehead

and erying about his lost money.

The girl stood at one end of the room

weeping, and at her side a maid with her arms around her waist.
“T haven’t got’ any money,” she was crying as she spoke, “and even if I
had, I wouldn’t give you any.” Her tears were disappearing and a rage was
fast taking possession of her. She stamped her foot. “You ought to have

more sense than to come and torment me after—after—what has happened.”
“You huffy—”
Arden waited to hear no more.
He ran up and hit the fat, important
fellow such a blow on the jaw that the man went sprawling, while the old
man, terrified, fled from the room.

“Oh, Jack!” she cried.

She was beaming and. radiant.

Jack up to the Seventh Heaven.

arms.
“My little dear!

That cry sent

He turned around and caught her in his

My precious little darling!’

.
He kissed her regardless

of the presence of the fuming young man, who was endeavoring to get out of
the room as fast as he could; regardless of the presence of the maid, standing there, looking on, happy because her mistress was happy.
“Jack,” she asked after a lapse of time, “why are they asking me for
money ?”
“Your father was ruined. Before he lost all his money, he transferred it
to you. And this pack of hounds want what little money is left you.”
“Ts it theirs lawfully, Jack?”
“They cannot touch it. Don’t worry.”
“But that’s not what I mean.
I mean to give back what is rightfully
theirs, even if I have to give up all.”
Jack looked down on her for a while, meditating her character.
At last
he broke out with:
“God bless you, Alice. You are by far too good for me.”
“Don’t say that, Jack. I am yours.”
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*k

As Arden stood at the foot of the coffin, those last words of hers came back

to him.

She never actually committed her love to him in words.

Maybe

she had sacrificed herself to pay for the meager services of one, Jack Arden.
He loved her still, with all his soul, as he loved her on that day she had given

herself to him.

And why—and why had his pettish pride compelled him to

drive her away from his house, forever?
He had seen her dance with a well-groomed young man quite frequently
during the evening.
His pride and jealousy caused him to suspect her of
neglect, and at home that evening he made known to her his grievances in
quite too forcible a manner.
She would gladly have explained her conduct
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to him, but the discourtesy of his speech and the very thought that he should
suspect her of wrongdoing, moved her to resentment. Angry words passed
between the two, and finally he told her to leave the house.

She went away,

leaving the baby boy behind of her own free will, so that he could be brought
up decently under a parental roof.
God knows how he had suffered since that day. As much as he strove to
forget, so all the more the memory of her dead face—for she was as if dead
to him—was forced back upon him. The longer he looked at the dead child’s
face, the closer did it resemble its mother’s, and the more did it stir up the

fertile action of the brain.
“My God, but it looks like Alice!” he moaned softly to himself.
“Her
very nose, the small, firm chin, the very expression of the face!”
His eyes became blurred and his senses became numb. How tortured his
soul! He thought it was Alice in the coffin.
“Tt is she; it is she. Alice, won’t you come back to me?” he wailed
piteously. “My God, but I love you.”
He went quickly to the side of the coffin and kissed the corpse on the lips.
That cold and unresponsive touch of the dead lips sent a shiver of agony
through his whole body. It fully revived him to his senses. With a ery of
anguish he sprang from the side of the coffin and buried his head on the
mantelpiece and set to thinking deeply.
He heard not a woman’s tread in the room. He saw not that appealing
look of anguish on the beautiful though worn face as it bent over the corpse
of the child. He stood thus for several minutes, thinking and weeping and
contemplating his future manner of living. All his hopes were blasted.
None of the joys of this world could ever bring happiness to him. He must
live out this cold, dreary life here on earth with nothing to cheer him on.
He prayed to God it might not last long. And then he prayed to see his
wife again—just once. Never would his pride separate them again.
“Alice,” he moaned aloud, “won’t you ever come back to me? Will you
never let me look upon your loving face once more?”

A saintly, heavenly look spread over the woman’s face as she heard these
words of love. Sobs of happiness shook her frame. It was heavenly to listen
thus to his words of love. Never before had his passionate voice carried so
much love and affection to her sensitive ears.
She ran over to her hushand’s side and threw her arms over his shoulders.
“Jack, here I am; I love you, Jack.”
Arden nearly sank to the floor in his great astonishment.
“Alice, you here?” he cried.

He held her at arm’s length for a moment, then folded her to his breast.
“Alice,” he softly questioned, “did you come back to live with me?”
voice was trembling, his whole body shook.

“T came back to see poor Harry—and—and—”
looked into her eves, “I came back to you, Jack.”

His

he held her closer and
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The British
Elections

The election for membership to the British Parliament,
which was brought about by the rejection of a tax measure
of the Budget Bill, is nearly completed.
The measure
passed Parliament, but the House of Lords refused to endorse it. As a consequence of its action the House of Lords, it is a general feeling in England,

has sealed its own doom as a hereditary body, and will henceforth be elective.
It was admitted that the House of Lords had the right to veto a bill, but it
was considered a duty for it to sanction any taxation measure passing Parlia-

ment.

By this breach the forces of the Lords and Commons are placed in

battle array for one of the greatest constitutional struggles.

We
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The Liberal party was the chief advocate of the Budget, and the Laborite
party has also contributed its support. Under the proposed tax law it will
be impossible for many of the Lords to maintain the large estates they now
control, and a vast amount of land that has been held in idleness because of
the small tax, must now be cultivated. The Liberals during this campaign
have pledged themselves to Home Rule for Ireland and would thereby gain
the votes of the Irish members. Another article which the Liberals will support is that of old age pension, and insurance for the unemployed who will
depend upon the government for work.
In these elections the cause of the Catholic schools has fared well. The
question put to the various parties was: Would the candidate approve of
“just treatment for Catholic schools, so that preserving their Catholic character and

management,

including the appointment

of teachers, they shall

receive from public sources the same financial assistance as that which is
accorded to other publicly recognized schools that hold the same educational
position.” Although nearly a score of Catholics have been selected as candidates for English constituencies, it is needless to remark that Catholic candidates find opposition in their campaign for votes.
The Meat
Question

The high price asked for meat and other articles of food
— has brought about a movement to abstain from meat by
over a million people throughout the United States. The
movement originated in Cleveland and was spread to other large cities, especially in Ohio.
Governor Harmon has remarked that a food trust is
“gobbling excessive profits” somewhere between the producer and the con-

sumer, and the Legislature would probably be called upon to hunt out the
trust. In Kansas City the Central Labor Union has taken up the boycott.
That the people of the United States rank high as meat consumers is a well
known fact, while many European nations rank very low in the consumption
of meat per capita. Dr. W. H. Wiley, chief chemist of the United States
Department of Agriculture, has said if the common people would cut down
their consumption of meat they would degenerate into a nation of mollycoddles. The hardy peasants and workmen of European nations disprove
this statement. Professor Chittenden, of Yale University, in referring to
the training of athletes, maintains that an excellent development of mind
and body can be had by the use of little or no meat. Vegetarians give many
arguments which could induce the people to give up the use of meat at least
until they have succeeded in bringing the trusts to time.

Joun O’ConneELt, 710.
The drama has played an important part in man’s life —
for many centuries, and has had a wonderful influence upon
his actions. It originated in man’s love of imitation, which
seems to be instinctive in the human race—something from which all men
The Stage

!
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naturally receive pleasure. And thus it has been a foremost feature among
the literary nations, from the ancient Greeks down to our own time.

The deeper form of drama was written with the idea of making men more
sensible to virtue—to send us away from the theater with a determination
to guard against errors in our own conduct by seeing the consequences of
such in the lives of other men. When a drama has attained this end it is a
powerful force making its way towards righteousness.
But, alas, how few
and far between are these plays—so scarce, indeed, that they are hardly ever
produced.
The stage has been gradually lowered until at last, in the well
known lighter forms of drama, there is no such praiseworthy purpose.
It is
even generally admitted that the stage of to-day represents neither a high
grade of art nor a high standard of morality.
Its aim being only amusement, it must have variety, and, because of this, the worst abuses have sprung
up. So popular have become these forms of comedy, mixed with suggestions
of vice, that by far the greater number of plays produced to-day are degrading and have caused the modern stage to be universally condemned as
immoral.
A short time ago Archbishop Moeller, of Cincinnati, sent a letter to the
famous comedian Harry Lauder, in which he expressed his view of the stage
and congratulated Mr. Lauder upon the effort he is making to eliminate
from the stage all that is low, vulgar, and in any way improper.
He sug-

gests that if a committee consisting of men of well known probity and prudence were appointed, whose duty would be to determine what amusements,

plays, ete., are objectionable and to advise the public as to what they should
not patronize, a step would be taken in the right direction. And, further, if
the civil and ecclesiastical authorities would give this, committee their encouragement and support, ere long improper amusements and plays that
take place in every city would soon be things of the past.
Ienatius

Hart,

711.
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Zehler
Portrait

The Alumni Editor, in the January number, promised
an artistic print of the portrait of Brother Maximin
Zehler, which would be sent to the oldest of the Old Boys
and to those of the younger generation who knew him.
There has been a
delay, due to our earnest

endeavor

to send you

a copy

that we

may

be

proud of. If we have not your present address, or if we have overlooked
your name, kindly pardon the oversight and notify us that we have forgotten you.

We want those that knew Brother Zehler to have a copy of

this portrait to keep in their homes.
eS
The unveiling of the portrait will take place on Monday, June 20, 1910.
We expect to have an attendance of many of the Old Boys who attended
St. Mary’s almost half a century ago.
The event will be made one to be
remembered long at the college, and will be a grand reunion of the loyal
Old Boys who venerated their college President, Brother Maximin Zehler.
We are counting on getting out a Zehler Number of the Exponent, and
know that a large number of the Old Boys will be glad to give their
reminiscences of their good old college days under Brother Zekler.
JOSEPH CRONAN, *05, paid a visit to his Alma
Mater, and to have a chat with some of his old

friends,

especially

with

Brother

Thomas

Mooney.

He was greatly pleased to see the many changes and

improvements at 8. M. I., and was especially interested in the new Chemical Laboratory, in its equipment,

program,

and

work

done.

He

recalled

the

days of the old Lab when hoods were scarce and
noxious vapors and malodorous gases combined to
give “color” to the old Lab’s walls.
Joe received his degree of Civil Engineer from the Case School of
Applied

Science,

and

is now

connected

with

his

afther

in

the

Cronan

Construction Company.
This company recently constructed two buildings
for the Chalmers-Detroit Auto Co. We are sure that Joe will make a name
for himself as Engineer in the Gem City, and his Alma Mater extends her
best wishes to him for a bright future.
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of Brother

Zehler’s

portrait,

which

will

Louis Sonntag

take place, the coming summer, has called forth the promises
of a number of the oldest of the “Old Boys” to be present.
Louis Sonntag, of Sheboygan, Wisconsin, writes: “It will afford me great
pleasure to be present ; sickness or death only will prevent me from attending; business will not interfere.” Yes, come, and bring along some of the
Old Boys from the West.
“Linus,” of baseball fame at St. Mary’s, has been pulling off stunts in the left garden for years, and in his last
year made good in the pitcher’s box. He could always be
counted upon as a pinch hitter, but he reserved his best
play for the season *10.
His many friends are not
through congratulating him on his recent marriage to
Miss Katherine Schumacher, which took place at Sacred
Heart Church, where Rey. Chas. Hickey officiated at the
nuptial mass. The bride was attended by her sister, Miss
Helen, and her brother, Francis Schumacher, *10, acted
as best man. Wedding breakfast followed at the home of the bride’s parents,
and Mr. and Mrs. Wissel left later for a trip through the East. Linus did

not forget to send the Alumni Editor souvenir post-cards as he stopped off
at different cities.

City.

On their return they will make their home in the Gem

Linus, come out and let your Alma Mater see you.

From Far

Brother Michael Schleich, S. M., for many years head of

Japan

the Normal Department, and who held the position of inspector of the schools and colleges of the Society of Mary,
is on his way, for some time, to his new home in Belgium, where he will fill
a position of trust in the General Administration of the Society of Mary.
At present he is in Japan and is taking up his abode in the new school of
Urakami, the institution founded by the Society of Mary for the education
of Japanese priests and religious to aid in Christianizing Japan.
In an
interesting communication recently received he thanks the Exponent for

the support they have elicited for this great work.
warm

Brother Michael was a

admirer of St. ‘Mary’s, and every progressive movement

at S. M. I.

met with his sympathy and support.
From

the

Mayor

Mayor Edward

E. Burkhardt, of Dayton, is a loyal sup-

porter of the Exponent.

In renewing

his subscription

recently he wrote, “I take great pleasure in reading the
EXPONENT, and find it most interesting and instructive.” Mayor Burkhardt
is a busy man in working to make this city a “Greater Dayton,” but still
finds time amidst all his duties to write a personal letter to the Eidtor of the
EXPONENT expressing his appreciation of the college magazine.
Here’s to
the health and success of Dayton’s popular Mayor.
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Another of the Old Boys to hear the happy pealing of
the wedding bells was Frank Martin, 707. On Thursday,
January 27, Miss Della Adams and Frank were’married
at a Nuptial Mass celebrated by Father Franzer of Holy
Trinity. By a happy coincidence the day was also the
silver wedding aniversary of the parents of Frank, Miss
Louise Staten attended the bride, and Cart SuHEreEr, 706,
was best man.
Frank’s many friends are still congratu-

lating him. Since leaving St. Mary’s he has been starring
on the Turner’s basket-ball team. Frank and his happy
bride are now on their wedding tour, and will return towards the middle of
February and reside in their new home, 41 Illinois Avenue.
One of the newsiest letters that has reached the Alumni
Editor for some time came from the Windy City.

Pau.

WENIGMAN, °07, was the writer of the interesting letter.
Paul was doubtless the wit and the life of the college
classes during his vears at college. He held office on the
Athletic, Band, Holy Name, and other associations.

He

was a prime mover in all doings at college. Many of his
chums will remember him as one of the heavy linesmen
on the crack

football team of ’07; others will think of

him as one of the powers behind
Cracker Club in the Exponent.
The class of ’07 certainly know the whereabouts of
RENCE JANZEN left his engineering studies at Notre
Electric Show in Chicago. JoHn CosTEeLLo spent an

and last spring Joun Zuper stopped

over

the

Lemonade

and

its members. LawDame to visit the
evening with Paul,

for a good time.

Witt1aM

ScHoeEn, of the famous Championship of the State Basket-ball Team, and
Pav WENIGMAN are still so chummy that their friends call them the “Gold
Dust Twins.”

We learned of some of the good times that ’07 class have when

they get together. Paul, come down again next Commencement, and we
will try to have the entire 07 class together as in the good old days. We
hope to hear of the “doings” of the older Alumni of Chicago for the February number.
As Others’
See Us
_
teams.

The Daily News, of February 1, reads: “St. Mary’s
has been the very first to organize basket-ball in Dayton.
It is due to her training that the city has such crack

There is not a team in the city but is composed of former Saints.

Wednesday (Notre Dame game) will be the opportunity for Dayton enthusiasts to show their appreciation of the work that St. Mary’s has done
for basket-ball in the city.”
Not to be personal, but really, were you at
that game?

.
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ALBERT J. MoorMAN, ’00, has settled down to the practice of medicine and surgery in his home city, Dayton. He

studied at the Jefferson Medical College at Philadelphia,
after graduating from 8. M. I, from 1903 to 1907. Albert
has always been thorough in all his work, so before practicing in the Gem City he passed two years’ surgical seryice in St. Mark’s Hospital, New York City. During the
last four months he was appointed and acted in the
capacity of House Surgeon.
In June, 1909, he entered
the Hamburg American Line as Ship Surgeon.
The
division he was assigned to was that of the West Indian. This last appointment gave Dr. Moorman the opportunity to visit the West Indies, Central
America, and the South American States.
He has recently resigned this
position and is now located at 175 Warren Street, Dayton, Ohio. We feel

confident that Dr. Moorman, with the additional years’ experience on land
and sea that he met with, has prepared himself well for medical and surgical
work. His Alma Mater extends to him her best wishes at his entrance into
professional practice in Dayton.
ALOYSE M. ScHAEFER, 07, is cashier of the Lawrence
Ry. and Lt. Co., with Lawrence, Kansas, as his office. He
is also connected with the Dwyer Construction Co., which
is laying our street railways in that section of the State.
Aloyse sent a folder postal card of the buildings of Kansas University.
St. Mary’s hopes to be able to have a

group of halls that will rival those on the folder.

How-

ever, she will have to count upon the generosity of loyal,

appreciative Alumni that realize what their Alma Mater
has done for them in their college days. We are happy to
hear from you, Aloyse, and especially to know that you are doing well in the
booming West.

At a meeting of the directors of the Chamber of Commerce held during the first week of February, F. J. MoCormick, JR., 88, was reélected Second Vice-President
of that body.
The aim and purpose of that body is to
boost Dayton, and publishes a monthly magazine called

“Greater Dayton”

to aid in accomplishing

its purpose.

The staff of the Exponent wishes to congratulate Frank,

who certainly deserves the honor of being recognized as
one

of Dayton’s

leading

business

men.

Frank

has

al-

ways been loyal to his Alma Mater, and the readers of
the Exponent

will find, on looking

back

over their bound

volumes,

that

the Dayton Supply Co.’s ad is one of the banner ads of the college magazine.
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Frank is the enterprising manager of the Dayton Supply Co., and he has
courteously placed his ad in the Exponent from its first issue.
We take
this opportunity to urge our readers to patronize the Dayton Supply Co.
Notre Dame
Game

St. Mary’s played Notre Dame in basket-ball on February 2. Unfortunately our team was crippled by the loss
of the three-regulars of last year. The new line-up fought
hard, but lost out by the score of 31 to 10. They certainly played a good
game against the Notre Dame stars. The following Old Boys were present
at

the game:

CLARENCE

Francis

HocuwaLpt,

Canny,
RicuHarp

CHARLES

WHALEN,

BurRKHARDT,

Jr.,

Harry

SoLimMano,

Harry

ANDERTON,

JouN Sues, Frep BrapMiLier, William Varley, Earl Ritzert, Robert
MecNamany, Eart Smiru, Joseph Walsh, J. J. Connors, William Pflaum,
of Dayton, WaLrer Srevtzer, Frank Wickham, John Wickham, of Springfield.

A reception was tendered to the Old Boys of St. Mary’s and the Alumni
of Notre Dame, as well as to the players of Notre Dame, in Chaminade
Hall.
The Alumni Editor regrets that the attendance of the Old Boys
has been very slim this basket-ball season. Have the Old Boys tired of
the game?

JosePH

family.

J. ABEL, 93, has had another addition to the

The new arrival was christened Rita Rosemarie.

The godparents for the baby girl were Joseph Abel, Sr.,

and Mrs. Charles Brelsford, of Chattanooga, Tenn. The
Alumni Editor congratulates father and mother, and
wishes them and little Rita, God’s choicest blessings.

‘From
Austria

Arthur Zuber, 06, is pursuing his studies at the Stella
Matutina College, Feldkirch, Austria, situated along the

invigorating waters of the Uk River.
Arthur is still
remembered by many of the present students and faculty.
In July he will
return for a two months’ stay in the States. Don’t fail to call on your
Alma Mater.
Henry F.
Heider, "92

Henry F. Heider, ’92, then of Ironton, but now located
with Kiefaber’s, Dayton, Ohio, visited the college with two

prospective students, his son Henry, and Leo Kurtz.

We

hope to see both boys at S. M. I. next year. If more Old Boys would bring
their friends out to see the “little college on the hill,” we doubt not that,
impressed by the group of the large buildings and their equipment, the

—
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would be phenomenal.

“We

never thought

So many

you had

such

visitors,

a large

and grand institution.”
John P.

Dugan, ’80

John

P. Dugan

departed

this life after a short illness

with typhoid pneumonia at St. Alexis Hospital, Cleveland,
Ohio.

He entered St. Mary’s, January 3, 1880, and, with

John Frobing and William Born, formed the trio from Kenton, Ohio.
“Jack,” as he was popularly called, was well known in Kenton, where he
held the position of city clerk from 1900 to 1903.
The last six years he
was connected with the Wellsbaugh Light Co., of Cleveland.
The paper
of his home town reads: “Generous and big-hearted, Mr. Dugan had many
friends here.
His accommodating and pleasant ways won him much

popularity.”
Three of John’s nephews

are attending

St. Mary’s

at the present time.

They are Allen Ochs, Frank Farrell, and Vincent Farrell.
The Alumni
Editor extends to the bereaved relatives, Mrs. Dugan and her children,
the mother, brothers,
he rest in peace!

and

sisters

of John

his

sincere

sympathies.

May
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HIGHEST

HONORS

Collegiate

JANUARY

EXAMINATION

Department

Senor, Letlers 56766
cs. Walter Roemer, 84; Ralph Wollenhaupt, 81
pF UNOS ARETE
at og ot oa So ort td Anthony Tague, 83; John Kelly, 82Sophomore Letters...... ge
Sd irae ga Thomas Cobey, 79; Leo Schmitt, 77
Freshman Letters, B.A........... Frank Mueller, 85; Thomas Kearns, 82

Freshman Letters, B.L..........Alphonse Mahrt, 93; Charles Eberly, 81
Senior MOINES + Foo
en eee Wilfried Walter, 76; Robert Fleming, 75
Junior Science.......... William Seidensticker. 81; Robert Solimano, 75

Sophomore Science.......... pia cine Harry Ritter, 80; William Howe, 79
Bsiness

Department

Business—II. . James Harrington, 98; Earl Raney, 97; Thaddeus Klos, 97

Pome)

|. ecgences Lawrence Bucher, 97; August Janszen, 94

-

»

ae ie
,

High

School

Fourth Year. .A. Schneider, 91; Geo. Gonzalez, 91; Edwin Bradmiller, 90
Third Year. ..Joseph Schlaudecker, 91; Joseph Graham, 89; Leo Walsh, 89

Second Year—A...........5..:.-. Herbert Hook, 97; Edward Purpus, 96
Second Year—B........... Beas Robert Sherry, 97; Ralph Wirshing, 95
ee
F,
RaeBEN Ole eT

e
5 cpt a

eee e ee Otto Krusling, 96; Walter Blaire, 96
noe sy eee John Weigand, 94; John Burbridge, 93
Preparatory Department

Eighth Grade—A............... Philip Daugherty, 93; Philip Burch, 93

Kighth Grade—B. ...:.....225..6.. Ralson Morin, 81; Paul Brennan, 81
Seventh Grade. Leon Monnig, 93; Charles Sherlock, 92; Joseph Schaefer, 92
Dixitr teen

Fifth Grades.

eo Ne

Paul Ohmer, 89; Roessler Baudendistel, 87

Joa jobs ...Edward Antony, 89; Samuel Wilson, 86 —
CHRONICLE

‘

Hans

AMAny, 710.

Once more winter is with us, making its presence known by jingling
sleigh-bells and glistening snow, and sometimes by driving winds and blind-

(ot
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ing snow-storms.

This

year especially

does winter

reign

supreme,

and

hardly for a short time has the ground become wholly uneovered before a
new snow again bedecked our mother-earth. Even though at times it brings
qipileasantiness and discomfort, winter is not so cruel as many people think
it. It has many a good aspect, too, and besides the numerous sports with
which it furnishes youth, winter destroys the foul pollution of the summer
air, clears the waters, and puts fresh life into everything.
When the sunshine of spring dawns full wpon us we shall find a luxuriant growth, a hap-

pier people, and a brighter world.
S. M. I. at
Dedication

On Wednesday, January 5, occurred the dedication of
—_the Montgomery County Memorial Building in Dayton.
All the schools of the county were asked to have some members representing their particular institution in order to take part in the
dedicatory ceremonies.
Father. O’Reilly, complying with the request,
appointed Hans Aman, 710, and William Slick, ’10, to represent St. Mary’s
January
Examination

The semi-annual examinations, upon which depends so
much, both for the prospective graduate and for the undergraduate, are over.
For the former they determine the
much-coveted degree, for the latter their successful outcome insures promotion.
Slowly, tediously they have passed, and now that they are over we
enter upon the final term, hoping for a successful issue, realizing however,
that for a glorious end unrelenting energy is the necessary requisite.

Sr. Business

On returning from their Christmas vacation, the Senior

Reading Circle Business Class called a meeting for the purpose of organOrganized
izing a Reading Circle. Owing to his popularity among his
classmates, “Jim” Harrington was unanimously chosen president.
For
secretary, Leon Deger, carried the ticket.
Though he protested, he was
obliged to accept the honorable position as “scribbler.”
Owing to a certain
knack in financiering, Leo Carolan received every member’s vote as treasurer,

Herbert
Leon Cope

Never before in the history of St. Mary’s Institute Hall
did it ring with merry laughter as on the evening of Jan-

uary 18, when Mr. Herbert Leon Cope in a delightfully
entertaining manner lectured on “The Mission of Mirth,” before a large
and eikeustaaeic audience, in spite of the feigned hoarseness which at the
beginning threatened to mar the pleasure of the evening. Setting forth his
sane philosophy on humor, Mr. Cope gave many a good admonition, and
though undiluted mirth sparkled throughout the lecture it contained much
that was really serious. As a whole the event was a practical talk on how to
be happy, how to enjoy the humor of everyday life, and how to make others
happy, but was presented in a most interesting manner, interspersed with
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bright stories and numerous anecdotes, the whole being extremely funny,
yet devoid of insinuation or vulgarity. He certainly produced “the smile
that won’t come off.” The event was the fifth number of the Knights of
Columbus Lecture Series given at St. Mary’s Institute.
Geo. W.

On Friday, January

Hudson

7 and 14, Mr. Geo. W. Hudson, re-

tired from U. S. N. 21-gun sloop-of-war Jamestown, entertained the business classes with a recital of the many
amusing incidents in his travels to the land of the Rising Sun.
Edward P.

Mr. Edward P. Deis, assistant manager and agent of the

Deis

A. Central Life Insurance Company, gave a very instructive talk to the commercial classes on Life Insurance, Fri-

day, January 21. At the close of the lecture his attentive listeners questioned
him quite freely on points that seemed misty, and received very satisfactory
answers.

Mr. Earl R. Lines, of the Dayton Computing Scales Co.,
gave a practical talk to the Commercial Class, Friday, January 28, on the subject of salesmanship. He emphasized
the importance under all circumstances of honesty, integrity, courtesy, and
the practice of qualities that make for true gentlemanliness with every one
with whom business relations brings the salesman in contact. Previous to
Earl R. Lines

this, Mr. E. R. Lines had sent several scales to the class for demonstration

and inspection.
Kind friends, one and all, our sincere thanks and hearty good wishes:
Martin Kuntz
some weeks:

there.”

The following laconic postal was addressed to the President of St. Mary’s, January 20, by one of the three boys of
the Kuntz’s that are now touring the Southern States for:

“I will be in San Antonio to-morrow and will see the Brothers

They have not forgotten their Alma Mater.

Euchre and
Thursday, the 27th, was quite a day for the Third DiviFire Depart- sion. In the morning a progressive euchre party was given
ment
and twenty-eight boys contested for the prizes—a box of
candy, a deck of cards, an American flag which touched the Liberty bell, and
a small calendar. The booby consisted of a top.
In the afternoon

a trip was taken to the Fire Department of Dayton.

Four engine houses were visited and great courtesy and kindness were
shown the boys.
They were taken all over, and everything was explained.

Among other things, the alarm drill was gone through.
tion, however, for the boys was the firemen’s pole.

The biggest attrac-

Jos. B. ScHLAUDECKER, 715.
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MUSICAL
Harry

NOTES

RIrrer, 712.

The Musical Program of the 8. M. I. Orchestra, preceding the lecture of
Mr. Leon Cope, the humorist, was as follows:
Campus Ditties, arr. by Recker; Two-step, “Babies in Toyland,” Victor
Herbert; Polka, “I Can’t do the Sum” (from Babies in Toyland), Victor
Herbert; Amaryllis (Air, Louis XIII), Henry Ghys; March, “Under the

Banner of Victory,’ Von Blon.
The Students’ Orchestra performed the following program on the evening
of February 2, at the Notre Dame game:
March, “Amina,” Fincke; Waltz, “In the Garden of the West,” arr. by
Recker; March, “Blaze of Glory,’ Holzmann; Two-step, “Glow Worm,”
Lineke; March, “Merry Irish Widow,” arr. by Recker; March, “Be Jolly,
Molly,” Plantadosi; Song, “Two Little Doves,’ Klein; Characteristic,
“Yelling Oddity,” Hager; S. M. I. March, Lurz.
The 8S. M. I. Music Association acquired a new organ to be used at concerts, conventions, ete.
RELIGIOUS

The Holy Name

Rally

NOTES

THOMAS KEARNS; 713.
Saturday, January 15, was deemed

an appropriate occa-

sion for holding the Rally of the Holy Name Society.

The

following day, besides being the regular Communion Sunday, was also the feast of the Holy Name of Jesus.
Rev. Father O’ Maley
addressed the students, taking for his subject:
“In the name of Jesus let
every knee bow of those that are in heaven, on earth, and under the earth.”
Much stress was laid on the discouraging results produced by the thoughtless breaking of the pledge by members of the Holy Name Society.
These
‘evils prevent scores of people from the Holy Name Society, and in many
instances prevent conversions to the Catholic Faith.
Solemn Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament followed this instruction.
While the Blessed Sacrament was exposed, all those present renewed the

Holy Name pledge. On Sunday the entire student body received the Sacrament of Holy Communion.
‘
The Preparatory
Peter’s Pence

example

Department is again giving the good

to the older

deserve to be censured.

students,
However,

though

the

latter

do not

for some reason or other,

the monthly collection for the support of the Holy Father is slowly but
surely growing smaller. We hope that for next month each class will have
an average of 11 cents as the Eighth Grade A, or at least of 7 cents as II.
Business,

and that the general

amount

will swell from

$14 to $24.

Golgotha
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Marcetius M. Wacner, 710, Editor.

Immediately after the return from Christmas vacation, the basket-ball
players settled down to practice for the long list of games which will carry
them to the Easter vacation. All reported in fairly good form, and were
ready to work hard to put some color to their playing. The team was
crippled for the Turners, Antioch, and Notre Dame games, but made the
best of it and put up a good fight. We have every reason to believe that the
year 1910 will bring with it a string of well-earned victories. The following
games will be played during February and March:
Feb.
5—Capital University at St. Mary’s.
Feb.

16—Dayton Turners at St. Mary’s.

Feb. 22—Capital University at Columbus.
Feb. 25—Dayton Gyms at St. Mary’s.
March 4—Piqua Hi at St. Mary’s.
GAMES

PLAYED

St. Mary’s,74
The game with Springfield was not on the regular
Springfield Hi, schedule, nor did it look like a regular game. The Spring10
field aggregation proved a disappointment to the crowd,
but nevertheless it showed in true light what the Saints are capable of doing.
All played in fine form, showing excellent pass work and accurate basket -

throwing.

The entire squad received a good work-out.

St. Mary’s—74

Harrington-Quinlan
Griffin-Janszen

Springfield H. S.—10

....... La eye
Bere pier tea

......2..; hae

es.
ee oie

Bailey
Weaver

Sutton-Helfrich-Slick .....R. F......... We sia Allen
NSS 6 tote
eek ee be Ai ae
Larmert-Frey
Siratiner-enumecner

407 BO)

es

Long

Field goals—Hart, 10; Quinlan, 6; Janszen, 6; Harrington, 5; Sutton,
3; Griffin, 3; Slick, 3; Helfrich, Weaver, Allen, Long.

Foul goals—Springfield H. S., 4.
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On Friday evening, January 10, another victory was
added to the many the red and blue have already annexed.

Lebanon U., 12 This time it was a victory over the star quintet from Lebanon University. Although the score was large, the visitors
game.
It was the good pass work and basket throwing of
advanced the score so high.
This is the first appearance
quintet at St. Mary’s, and we will,be glad to welcome them
St. Mary’s—46

Lebanon

put up a steady
the Saints that
of the Lebanon
again next year.
U.—12
Sturgeon
Fraser

Gillespie
Strattner-Schumacher

....R.

Cass
Schofield

;

Field goals—Hart, Sutton (4), Quinlan (3), Harrington
(2), Janszen, Sturgeon (2), Fraser (2), Schofield.
Foul goals—St. Mary’s, 5; Lebanon, 2.

(2),

Griffin

St. Mary’s, 23
vs.

= Although the score with the Turners was high, it does
not represent the good work done by St. Mary’s. We must

Turners, 72

admit that the Turners played a better game, but they had

the advantage of being on their own floor, which is vastly smaller than that
of St. Mary’s.
The size of the court handicapped the Saints most.
The

game started nip and tuck, and the Saints were doing about as well as the
Turners, when early in the first half our star guard Hart had his elbow dislocated and was forced to leave the game. This disheartened the team; but,
cheered on by the lively rooting of the members of the Athletic Association,
the players kept fighting gamely and made a very creditable showing.
The
Turners will be met on our floor later in the season, and then we hope to
make things more lively for them.
St. Mary’s—23
Turners—72
Quinlan-Harrington ....... Cieoe ees Boll
Griffin-Slick
Whalen
Sutton-Janszen
Hart-Sutton

Strattner-Schumacher
Field goals—Martin,
Harrington,

2; Janszen,

14; Solimano,
2; Hart,

10; Boll, 8; Whalen,

Schumacher,

2; Sutton,

3;

Quinlan.

Foul Goals—St. Mary’s, 3; Turners, 4.
St. Mary’s, 12

Antioch Col-

With Hart and Sutton out of the game, the Saints were

severely handicapped when, on Friday evening, January 28,

lege, 15
they met the heavy Antioch College quintet; but this difficulty was to a great extent alleviated by the presence of last year’s captain
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and brilliant forward, Joe Mahoney. He has finally consented to play, and
will henceforth be found in the line-up. He showed some of his old-time
form in this game. It took several minutes for either side to score, St.
Mary’s being the first with a goal from the foul line. The first half continued close, and ended 7 to 6 in favor of the locals. But in the second half
the visitors came back in the last few minutes of play and made enough
baskets to nose out a victory to the tune of 15 to 12. The main trouble for

the Saints was their lack of pass work, due to the fact that changes had to
be made in the line-up just a few days before the game on account of the
absence of Hart and Sutton.
St. Mary’s—12
Harrington-Quinlan
Griffin-Janszen

....... Gta
4 eee

.......... LONE

gees gore

Antioch—15
F. Humphreys

ek ae Ae

Mensforht

WRENS
ga es a x aks ods eet et McClellan
Seanmacher. 25... 65-3 5 Ri
ee haya Thornton (Capt.)
Stratiner (Capt.) ........ jt eee
ee
R. Humphreys
Field goals—Griffin (2), Mahoney, Schumacher, R. Humphreys

(2), Mc-

Clellan (2), Thornton, F. Humphreys.
Foul goals—St. Mary’s, 4; Antioch, 3.
SECOND

DIVISION

II. Division, 46
Qn Sunday, January 16, the Junior Division team overvs.
whelmingly defeated a team composed of Seniors. Roemer
I. Division, 17 starred for the Juniors, scoring eight field goals in the first
half. The game was somewhat rough throughout, and a great number of
fouls were called.
The Seniors played loose ball at times, and must
strengthen their team if they expect to cope with the sturdy Juniors.
Line-up:
Juniors—Roemer (capt.), r.f.; Senn, 1.f.; Clerkin, c.; Klos and Werder,
r.g.; Neary and Mahoney, lg.
Seniors—Bieker and Raney, r.f.; Winters, 1.f.; Casey, c.; Seidensticker,

r.g.; Brand, lg.
II. Division, 36

vs.
Carlisles, 25

The

Junior

Division

team

defeated

the

Carlisles, who

held the amateur championship of the city and vicinity, on
Thursday, January 27, by the score of 36 to 25.

The first -

half started off in whirlwind fashion, and the Carlisles had the lead for the
entire half. Their passing was fine, and they succeeded in piling up 18
points, while the Juniors had to be content with 15. George Mahoney replaced Dorsten in the second half. In this half the Juniors ran up 21 points
while the Carlisles were getting seven. All the Juniors played their best
game, while Decker and Boll starred for the visitors.
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and

Juniors—Roemer, r.f.; Senn, 1.f.; Clerkin, c.; Dorsten
r.g.; Klein (capt.), lg.
Carlislee—Unger (capt.), r.f.; Decker, 1f.; Boll, ¢.;
Weaver, l.g.

Mahoney,

Bleicher,

r.g.;

The race for the league pennant is becoming very close
and interesting. The standing is as follows:

League
Standing

Lost.

Per Cent.
twa
O71
SDA:
.500
. 286

Ov

H

OO

GO

CO

Tigers (Capt. Klein)
Leopards (Capt. Morin)
Ravens (Capt. Dorsten)
Panthers (Capt. Roemer)
Vultures (Capt. Clerkin)

The
Class B has been reorganized and comprises only two teams.
Crystals,
the
opponents
their
Diamonds, under Captain Dick, have defeated
under Captain Ryan, twice, and suffered one defeat.
ALBERT H. DorsTEN, 714.

THIRD

Grays, 13
Day Scholars,
21

DIVISION

On Thursday, January 20, the second team of the Third
Division were defeated in a good game by the Day Scholars.
The game was nip and tuck until the last few minutes of

Line-up:

play, when the Day Scholars broke away from the Boarders.

Grays—Feuerstein (capt.), Hart, Brockman, Wickham, Campbell, Weis.
Day Scholars—O’Connell, Pflaum, Weng, A. Hockwalt, Agnew (capt. )
III. Division, 10
Between the halves of the Antioch game the Third Divivs.
sion defeated the Elites, of Dayton, in a lively game.
Elites,

1

Line-up

Third Division—G. Gonzalez (capt.), H. Hart, C. Braun, G. Gross, O.
Poland, C. Carrell.
Elites—C. Maltby (capt.), H. Maltby, Smiley, Bendig, Walsner.
The standing in the Basket-Ball League is as follows:
Class A.

Apaches (Chief, A. Kranz)
Ottawas (Chief, G. Gross)
Troquois (Chief, C. Braun)
Commanches (Chief, G. Gonzalez). .

Won.

Lost.

Per Cent.

:
:

. 666
500
500
.333

THE 8. M. I. EXPONENT
Class B.
Won.
Hurons (Chief Smith) ............. 8
Pequots (Chief Wickham) .......... 7
Shawnees (Chief Purpos) .......... 5
Mohawks (Chief Klein) ............ 4

73
Lost.
+
5
7
8

Per Cent.
. 666
583
-416
-333
G. GONZALEZ.

FOURTH

DIVISION

The basket-ball season has been resumed with new vigor and enthusiasm
in the Fourth Division. Two leagues have been formed, Class A consisting
of the Eurekas, Haskells and Shilohs, and Class B. consisting of the Tigers,

Cubs, Elks and Pirates.
Class A.
Won.
Eurekas (A. Krusling, Capt.)........ 3

Lost.
1

Per Cent. '
- 750

Haskells (C. Gladen, Capt.).........

0

4

.000

Shilohs (W. Reitemeier, Capt.)......

3

1

. 750

IV. Division, 11
The Fourth Division played their first game with the
Day Scholars, Day Scholars and defeated them 11 to 6. Both teams
6
played a good game, both halves being fast and exciting.
Line-up:
Fourth Division—R. Neary (capt.), O. Krusling, W. Reitemeier, M.
Koerper, J. Toker.
Day Scholars—Hamberger, O’Leary, Kelley, Voelker, Richter.

MUSEUM

The Curator acknowledges the receipt
sincerely thanks his benefactors for same:

of the

following

articles,

and

A number of foreign pennies received from Mr. Chas. M. Klopp, Assistant Sub-Treasurer of Cincinnati, Ohio, per Master Geo. A. Klopp.
United

States coins received

from

Mrs.

Hannah

Free,

1751

Cleveland

Ave., Chicago, Il.
A one-dollar gold piece of 1855, donated by Mr. J. J. Freiburger, Fort
Wayne, Ind.
A large and handsomely-illustrated foreign Bible, presented by Mr. H. J.
Bucher, 227 Hughes St., Dayton, Ohio.
Specimens
756 S. Main

of vegetable ivory,
St., Dayton, Ohio.

presented

by

Master

Lawrence

Bucher,
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of the St. Mary’s Messenger

a beautiful

contains

It is written in the favorite
poem, entitled “The Late Rev. J. B. Tabb.”
“Regret” is a very interesting and
quadtrains of that eminent writer.

attractive poem, and thought of, but two stanzas, it certainly gives a world
“Why the Evergreen Trees Keep Their Leaves” is a pretty and
of advice.

instructive legend,

showing

how

the good

and

pitiful always

come

out

victorious.

The Xavier, January number, has a very good essay on “John Banister
Still, in comparing it with that of the Mountaineer, we find that
Tabb.

its writer has developed it into a more lengthened one, and has observed
the rule of unity of theme with
column in both these reviews.

a better result.

We

miss

the exchange

Yaa

The “Holy Name,” a short and pretty poem, appears in the January
number of the Laurel, and ranks high in our “honorable mention.”
Essay
on “John Keats” is also well written, explaining his life and the obstacles
that confronted education in those times.

La
In scanning the pages of St. John University Record we find many good
numbers.
January seemed a good month for that magazine’s writers.
“Hildebrand” is fairly well written.
“How Harry Paid a Doctor’s Bill”
is very good in plot, but the plan and the climax were not prepared sufficiently.
“With His Love and His Grace” is also an interesting narrative,

but again the ending is somewhat peculiar.

LLU!
The

Victorian had some very good poems and a very sweet, but short

essay on “My Old Friend.”
Glancing over the pages of the St. John’s Quarterly, we observed the
essay, “What a Catholic Young Writer Should Do?” and it deserves much

attention from every reader.

Another article that is deserving of mention

is The Cross and the Flag, noting
and the Cross of Christ.

the peculiar love the flag of America
AUGUST JANSZEN, 711.
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KENNETH GALT, by
1909.
353 pp., $1.50.

JOHN
MARVEL, ASSISTANT, by THOMAS
Charles Scribner’s Sons.
1909.
575 pp., $1.50.

75

WILL

NELSON

N. HARBEN.
PAGE.

New

New

York,

This late novel, from the pen of Will N. Harben, is a story of two girls.
The men
of their choice are of vastly different types.
At a time when the tale of love is
not far advanced both young men are obliged to leave their home city.
The one,
the son of a banker, informs his father by letter of money embezzled and disappears.
The other, a millionaire’s son, now in the possession of his departed father’s wealth,
goes south to launch a new railroad.
Thus both men leave the city at about the
same time.
The embezzlement is kept a secret, but gossip spreads broadcast strong
suspicions that brand the banker’s son as a rank degenerate.
Six years later both
men return and meet their former loves.
The banker's son makes good by hard
earnings the money taken and is pardoned.
The other, after deliberation, rights a
wrong of six years’ standing, thereby clearing the good name of the banker’s son.
The story, though well told, is passionately realistic.
John Marvel, Assistant.
“Good manners and a knowledge of boxing will take one
through the world,” is a trite saying, and is well illustrated in this unique tale by
one of its charming characters, a Mr. Wolffert, 2 Jew by birth.
Being stung to the
quick by the social ostracism exercised at the university on account of his race, he
makes up his mind to lift the ban that rests upon his people by advocating strong
socialistic principles, and is rightly directed in their application by our John Marvel,
a homely, shy, and awkward youth who turns out to be a nugget of unwrought gold
in latter years as a minister, helpful and resourceful in uplifting the poor and depressed, and a veritable assistant to the great socialistic reformer, his schoolmate and

chum,

Wolffert,

Eleanor Leigh

is a beautiful. charming character, unspoiled

tune’s largess, her heart filled with tender pity for the poor
determined will power to do and dare for righteousness’ sake.
full of pathos, force, and startling incidents true to nature,
gifted author, and should be found in every young man’s library
scholar and interested in the social problems of the day.
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The entire tale
characteristic
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THE
DWELLER
ON
THE
BORDERLAND,
by the MARQUISE
CLARA
LANZA.
Philadelphia, John Joseph McVey.
1909.
477 pp., $1.50.
TRAMMELINGS,
by GEORGINA
PELL
CURTIS.
St. Louis, B. Herder.
1909.
580 pp., $1.50.
When the inner animal is subdued,
exercised, then only can the Kingdom

the clamerous voice of lust stifled, self-control
of God and its righteousness be found.
Such

was the experience of the hero of this delightful

tale.

In quest of knowledge

and

search of the betterment of his fortune, Lionel Farmsworth left his native village.
Saltersville, where his radical ideas found ill favor with his compatriots, and removed

with his wife. Maggie,

to New

York.

There Providence

through the fires of jealousy, through the trammelings
whirlpool of the great metropolis, to the feet of Him,

repudiate

the sinner.

Father

Renwick

is a delightful

led him

by ‘gradual steps:

of varied experiences in the
who came to uplift and not

character,

and,

through

his:

ministrations, knowing well the fearful struggle of the soul against the allurements of
love by personal experience, succeeds in gaining another soul for Christ, as well as
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the supreme conquest of Hilda’s passion, which she, too, places at the feet of the
Its strong light, power, and force makes this volume a treasure trove
tabernacle.
to the enlightened reader.
:
“Trammelings” is the name given to a collection of stories by an author well known
in Catholic circles, owing to the fact that the greater number of them appeared in
the Ave Maria, Sacred Heart Messenger, Catholic World, Donahue’s, and other
The gifted writer in her selections strikes the sympathetic chord and
magazines.
inspires her readers with an earnest desire to be of some, use to suffering mankind in
Her descriptions are true to nature. enhancing her creations with the
sgeneral.
picturesque in woodland and dell, not overdrawn in the least, yet quite idealistic,
The strictly Catholic tone pervadevincing power and keen insight in human nature.
ing each tale, the beautiful references to the Christ child in the Christmas tales, the
sacred and holy legends pertaining to the shrines of our Lady, are inspiring and
highly recommended to our Catholic young men and maidens, especially profitable
to them in this epoch of atheistic principles and free thought.

and
F. NIXON-ROULET,
by MARY
1909.
New York, Benziger Brothers.

MARSHALLS,
LITTLE
SEVEN
AS BY FIRE, by JEAN CONNER.
pp., 250 pp., 45 cents, $1.25.

imps, full of fun and

The first is a beautiful juvenile story of seven little mischievous
quite

frolic,

natural,

yet

whom

they

thorough

their

depicting

training

at

the
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of

hands

a good

and

She taught them not only how to avoid slang and worse phrases, but
noble mother.
The children’s friends, Mr. Lenroc and Miss Azzie, the
how to live and act nobly.
school-mistress, are delightful characters, both being motherless and thrown upon their
own resources, ending in an “ever happy after” through the medium of the seven little
Marshalls

to

were

hero

heroine

and

more

in

ways

one.

than

“So As By Fire” is a strong and tearful story, appealing to the reader’s sympathies
throughout. The heroine was deprived in early life of all that makes it sweet and worth
living by the death of a fond mother and put in care of a granny whose earlier years
were blighted by a recreant lover, and whose taciturn and malignant spirit was not
Under her tutelage
improved by the fate of a husband serving sentence for murder.
the child grew up wild and unsophisticated, though her innate nature gave her a
Her name, “Weasel,” though only a nickname, is
love for the beautiful and good.
Chance, or rather Providence, puts
indicative of what her environment made her.
Daring
an opportunity in her hand, to which she clings with undaunted courage.
of
in an atmosphere
beauty
in physical
disgrace and exposure, her being expands
Though she was a pagan in word and deed,
luxury obtained by seizing another’s name.

conquering Faith reveals its charms to her untrained
the end despite her loss of cherished worldly treasures
and

finds

she

highly

happiness

recommended

where

to old

and

least

expected.

A

heart, and that saves her in
for which she risked so much

well-written

and

beautiful

tale,

young.

MISSIONS AND MISSIONARIES OF CALIFORNIA, Vol. I., Lower California,
James H. Barry
by FR. ZEPHYRINUS ENGELHARDT, O. F. M., San Francisco.
654 pp., $2.50; by mail, $2.15.
1908.
Company.
He
Father Engelhardt is not only a missionary, but also a student and historian
has delved into the scattered archives of the far Western missions and has given us the
The first forty
results of his laborious, exhaustive, and impartial investigations.
The first missionaries in California were
pages deal with the discovery of California.
Owing to secular influences there were superseded by
Franciscans and Carmelites.
After the expulsion of the Jesuits the Franciscans returned
the Jesuits (1679-1767).
Lastly, the Dominicans shared the missionary toils from 1775-1855.
1763-1773.
until

the

secularization

by

the

Mexican

government.

the

Undoubtedly

Franciscans

The work is
contributed a very large share in the evangelization of California.
well documented, and Father Engelhardt does not hesitate to lay bar the intrigues of
governors, the success or failure of the missionaries, and the occasional clash of
interests

that

arose

among

them.

The

sweeping

statements

of

the

unreliable

Portraits,
Bancroft disappear in the light of Father Engelhardt’s investigation.
maps, facsimiles, bibliography, good index, and table of contents render the work all
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the

more

hardt’s

valuable.

pages

are

There
replete

Our sincere gratitude
to the Exponent.

is no

with

attempt

eloquence,

at

fine

“the

to the Reverend

language,

eloquence

author

a

of

but

still

Father

Engel-

facts.”

for his two

:

valuable

works

presented

THE ANNUAL RETREAT, by GABRIEL BONFFIER, translated by Madame
Cecilia.
St. Louis, B. Herder.
1909.
282 pp., 95 cents, net.
PRACTICAL DEVOTION TO THE SACRED HEART, by 4. VERMEERSCG,
S. J., translated by Madame Cecilia.
New York, Benziger Brothers.
1909.
453
pp., $1.35, net.
The
the

translation

English

from

literature

the
on

French
this

original

subject.

We

“Ma
are

Retraite’
not

is a welcome

over-rich

in

works

addition
of

this

to

kind.

The author, the Rey. Gabriel Bonfiier, S. J., in a series of well-arranged meditations,
covers the usual ground in an attractive way.
Of course, a series of meditations
is not intended for intertainment, as most people understand it; nor can meditations
be made for any one by the writer of a book of meditations.
The reader must do
the work, getting such help as is needed from books.
Of the latter, “Ma Retraite”’
is much to be commended.
Madame Cecilia's suggestions for employment of free
time are helpful.
The book is marked by sober, manly piety, and by the absence of
extensive sentimentality, which mars some French manuals.
¢
The
other
Devotion
to

doctrine,

book
is an
the
Sacred

exposition
of what
Heart
of Jesus.”

the very suggestion

of the merely

may
very
properly
Every
statement
is

sentimental

being

be called
based
on

‘True
sound

strictly avoided.

Besides

this the book
is a veritable treasure-trove
of prayers
and other devotions
to the
Sacred
Heart.
The
explanation
of the approved
Litany
is especially
beautiful.
Reading of such works as this one by Father Vermeersch
is an inspiration for a
life-time.
The author has accomplished
the task he had evidently set himself—to
make devotion to the Sacred Heart a practical reality to any well-disposed reader.

THE
HOLY
MAN
OF
SANTA
CLARA,
by FR.
ZEPHYRINUS
ENGELHARDT, O. F. M.
San Francisco, James H. Barry Co.1909.
197 pp., 75 cents.
JOHN
BOYLE
O’REILLY, His Life, Poems, and Speeches, by JAMES
JEFFREY ROCHE.
Philadelphia, John J. McVey.
1909.
790 pp., $2.00, net; postage,
30 cents extra.
In the first book are portrayed the life virtues and miracles of Fr. Magus Catala,
O. F. M.
He was a Spanish missionary who went to Mexico in 1786, and later on
labored in California, where he merited the title of “Holy Man of Santa: Clara.”
The
sketch
is purely historical, and
the facts presented
critical
research.
The
biography
comprises
55
pages.

book reveals his virtues
California missions.
The

other

volume

and

gives

miracles.
a

complete

An

excellent

biography,

are warranted
by
The
second
part

contribution

that

is

well

to

the

written,

sincere
of the

history
as

well

of
as

the poems and speeches of John Boyle O’Reilly.
Cardinal Gibbons, in his introduction to the work, says of the Irish poet:
“Lhe world is brighter for having
possessed him, and mankind will be better for the pure and generous and noble
thoughts which he has left in his works.”
This volume should do much to make
better known John Boyle O’Reilly to the many who know little of the eventful life,
struggles and sufferings, as well as the literary merit of this Irish patriot.
The
poems and speeches that follow the biography breathe forth his soul as strong as it
was delicate and tender, as sympathetic and tearful as it was bold.
The book ought
to be in the homes of every true Irishman who may well be proud of John Boyle
O'Reilly,
THE

the

patriot

FOUNTAIN

and
OF

poet.
LIFE,

by

one

of

the

York, Longmans, Green & Co.
1909.
51 pp.
THE SACRAMENT OF DUTY, by JOSEPH
‘The Columbus Press.
1909.
284 pp.

authors

of

Quick
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Dead.

New
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elevating,

as

well

as

instructive

essay

for

teachers

and others interested in matters educational.
The reiterated reference to the ideal
prsented in the person of our Lord is a feature deserving of special mention.
The Sacraments of Duty is full of wholesome and inspiring thoughts.
Several
chapters

are

peculiarly

suggestive

and

helpful.

To

tioned, “Soul Blindness.” “On Being Cheerful,”
“Open-Mindedness.”
The general tone of the
ideals.

The

reading,

pure

and

simple,

of

single

out,

there

might

be

men-

‘Meditation and Modern Life,’ and
book is of the type that builds up

such

literature

is

a

step

upward

and

onward.
FAITH AND REASON, by REV. PETER SAURUSAITSIS,
WONDERS
OF THE
UNIVERSE,
by JAMES
L. MEAGHER,
York, Christian Press Association Publishing Co.
1909.
49 pp., 529
$1.00.
The

subject

treated

in the

first book

is an

ever-recurring

one,

and

D.D..
pp., 40
the

New
cents,

author

has

succeeded in making a readabie and interesting essay from material none too grateful
on account of being so nearly like “what we have seen before.”
In the other, Father Meagher offers, in convenient form,
some
of the evidences
about us that tell of the existence of a Supreme Being.
The treatment is a success-

ful carrying

out

of the author’s

“Come with me, gentle reader,
you what modern science and

universe.
minded
science

We

will

leave

will understand
against religion,

understood,

says

out

intention,

as

expressed

at

the

beginning

while I give a summary of the
discovery of our days says of

all

hard

words

and

without
an effort.
The
is drifting to infidelity.

sciences.
the vast

scientific

terms

of the

book,

Let me
plans of

so

the

tell
the

simple-

world,
quoting
the discoveries of
Let us see what science, rightly

of God.”

EDUCATION
THROUGH
MUSIC,
Cincinnati, and Chicago, American Book

by
Co.

@.

H.
1909.

FARNSWORTH.
208 pp., $1.25.

New

York,

This is a rational method of music teaching in graded schools through the medium
of the instrument nearest at hand and best suited to the purpose—the child’s voice.
The plan suggested is quite feasible and very comprehensive.
When carried out in a
competent manner it will give a pupil completing the eighth grade a degree of
musicianship far above that possessed by any but the most exceptional of the “more”
favored pupils who study music under private teachers.
LENTEN
SERMONS,
by REV. F. X.
Puslet & Co.
.1910.
224 pp., 75 cents.
This
Sin and
is direct,

will

be

is a

second

edition

of

Father

McGOWAN,

McGowan’s

two

O.
series

8S.

A.
of

New
Lenten

York,

Fr.

sermons

on

Its Remedies
and The
Seven
Deadly
Sins.
The
style of these sermons
simple, and vigorous, and the practical applications are numerous.
This book

valuable

composition.

for

spiritual

reading

during

Lent,

as

well

as

helpful

for

sermon

